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Unit 2: Background and context

Module 2.2: What is city logistics?
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Innovative city logistics
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We suggest to define city logistics the following way. City logistics represents
any service provision contributing to an optimised management of the
movement of goods in cities and providing innovative response to customer
demands (Dablanc, 2009).
The provision of innovative urban logistics services is emerging. In Paris, it
represents about 2% of total deliveries. This is still marginal but growing very
quickly.
City logistics includes new players (ex. Star’s Service for home deliveries of food
products). It includes new concepts: automated lockers, networks of pick-up
points, micro freight terminals, urban consolidation centres, electrically assisted
cargo tricycles, city delivery barges.
A lot of city logistics operations include clean vehicles: cargo-cycles, electric
delivery vans and truck, more rarely tramways.
We will come back to these innovations later, after a world tour of urban freight
and city logistics concerns.
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Different cities, different needs
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Chicago is the main rail hub for North America. The city is concerned about urban
rail freight movements, as there are many conflicts with road crossings.
In Tokyo, the municipality mainly targets truck congestion. The three ports in the
bay of Tokyo attract many trucks on the incoming highways.
Shanghai has become the largest cargo port in the world: logistics as a major
economic activity is the focus of Shanghai policy-makers
In Mexico City, 40% of the workforce works in small workshops at home or as street
vendors: these activities require very specific supply chains for parts and raw
materials, including a lot of own-account transport to and from wholesalers.
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In megacities of emerging countries, a fast
changing urban grocery retail
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Istanbul retail is changing: from
neighborhood independent stores to
supermarket chains
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Growth of e-commerce deliveries
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• E-commerce represents 8 to 10% of retail
revenue in Europe
• In 2000, home deliveries represented 20% of
UPS deliveries in the US and Canada, and in
2012 they represented more than 40%. Home
deliveries are growing extremely fast!
• New logistics solutions are being introduced.
As a niche market for high value goods or
poorly accessible areas/emergency situations,
DHL, Amazon and Google are competing for
drone deliveries
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Dual logistics in cities in emerging countries
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In most cities in developing countries, part of the economy is fully integrated into global
economic networks while other parts are more traditional and local in their supply chains.
What best characterizes the cities of the developing world is their economic dualism: the
informal sector operates alongside very advanced industries and services that have
logistics behaviors and concerns similar to those in developed countries. Today, the
demand for modern logistics services is as strong in Lagos or Bogota as it is in Brussels
or Sydney.

However, in these countries, urbanization has outdistanced the public supply of
infrastructure and transport services, and many roads are poorly maintained, with a high
heterogeneity of traffic uses. Heterogeneous traffic is an operational problem for traffic
congestion.
Many bottom-up initiatives in city logistics in emerging countries can be identified:
Dabbawallas in Mumbai (see next page).
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Case example: Dabbawallas in Mumbai, India
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The famous “Dabbawallas” in Mumbai, India: 200,000 lunch boxes made at home are
delivered everyday to businessmen on their workplace through a collection/sorting/delivery
system using bicycles, trains and pedestrian modes of transport

Deliverymen meet in specific places to exchange and consolidate shipments with
regards to final destinations
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Paris, France: 900,000 deliveries a day
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A recent urban freight survey for the Paris region (population
12 millions) has released its first results in 2014 (LET,
Lyon), providing the most comprehensive example of urban
freight statistics in the world. Two examples of results are
the following:
There are a total of 900,000 deliveries per day in the Paris
region, including 350,000 in the city of Paris (this does not
include home deliveries).
And there is a ratio of 0.70 delivery per week per employment
job
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City logistics innovations
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The following slide shows an assortiment of some recent logistics innovations
for urban markets, including alternatives to home deliveries (pick up points),
clean delivery vehicles (electric vans and cargo cycles), and alternative
modes such as barges.
These innovations are often marginal in numbers and face many economic
challenges. However, they are growing.

Their environmental results are quite good, with decreasing CO2 emissions
and reduced emissions in NOx and particulate matters.
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City logistics innovations
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What solutions can address the main city logistics
challenges?
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The SOLUTIONS project has selected ten strategies to deal with city logistics challenges
(see also http://www.urban-mobility-solutions.eu/fileadmin/editorcontent/Deliverables/WP2/SOLUTIONS_Knowledge_Sharing_Kit_Cluster_3.pdf)

These strategies are the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cargo-cycles
Low Emission Zones
Freight forums, training programmes
Access regulations, off hour deliveries
Pick up points
Urban logistics terminals, consolidation
Municipal procurement, large building management
Non road transport
Truck and delivery lanes
Pricing

The following Units (3, 4, 5 and 6) aim at presenting these innovative strategies
and solutions to the main challenges of city logistics seen in Unit 2: Traffic
congestion (Unit 3), Pollution (Unit 4), Labour and safety issues (Unit 5), and
Logistics sprawl (Unit 6)
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Unit 2: your task
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Many cities are facing severe urban and regional city logistics challenges. These may
include congestion, air pollution, road safety and labour problems, or logistics sprawl.
Think about the following questions and post your answers in the discussion forum
under Unit 2: your task. We encourage you to post photos which are representative of
these challenges being faced in your city or country.
What are the major city logistics problems in your city, your region, your country?
Are indicators and data available illustrating the severity of the problems?
To further inform your response, you should also briefly research your city or country's
national targets:
Are there any strategy documents aiming to tackle the city logistics problems?
Are there any official targets related to e.g. the environment, climate, pollution, energy,
transport, safety, or quality of life?
Return to course
overview
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